
Battleground Legends 

 
What is Battleground Legends? 
Battleground Legends is a web3 online multiplayer play-to-earn video game that utilizes NFT’s to give 
power to the players. Every character, weapon and in-game item will be a digital asset that the player 
can own, trade, upgrade and sell.  

Battleground Legends is a fun, easy to play game anyone can pick up and enjoy. Battleground Legends is 
a 2D fighting game with compelling story line, unique characters, items and special abilities waiting to be 
discovered.  

 

How To Play: 
To play the game, players will start by minting an NFT on Magic Eden or purchase one on the secondary 
market through a secondary marketplace. Once the player has a character, they will connect their 
phantom wallet to the website and their character will appear in the game based on which NFT they 
own. The player is now free to enjoy the game. Simple as that. 

 

Play-to-earn Mode 
Users will play the game and complete a variety of different challenges to earn card packs. Card packs 
will contain a variety of random in-game items such as power-ups, accessories, and even our in-game 
currency (POWER). These items will be NFT’s that can be sold on the secondary market for real money, 
giving power to the players and creating a play-to-earn economy inside the game. 

 

Compete-to-earn Mode 
Players will also be given the ability to risk their NFT’s in a player vs player game mode. Players will be 
able to battle each other for a chance to win characters, items and in-game currency that can be sold on 
the secondary market, adding a unique risking aspect to a video game. 

How it works: Users must first find a risk fight in our discord. Once 2 players have decided to battle, one 
player will create a room and send the room ID to the other member. Player 2 will join the room and 
both players will select which NFT they wish to risk. Once both players have agreed to terms, the NFT’s 
will be sent into a smart contract. Once the battle has finished, the game will interact with the smart 
contract, releasing both of the NFT’s to the winner. 

 



$Power Token 
POWER token is the gas that powers the entire Battleground Legends ecosystem. Utility and use case is 
centered around the entire tokenomics for the token. Players will be able to POWER to purchase future 
NFT assets and participate in special drops and events by holding POWER. 

How to earn POWER? 

Players will be able to obtain power by 3 methods. First, holders will be able to stake their NFT’s and in 
doing so will generate them daily rewards of POWER tokens. Second, players can complete challenges 
and objectives inside the Battleground Legends story mode to earn POWER tokens. Lastly, players will 
have the ability to compete in risk fights and wager their POWER tokens in combat. 

What can I use my POWER tokens on? 

Purchasing Assets – Players will be able to purchase assets such as card packs from our store in later 
drops. Card packs will have a variety of different NFT assets inside that the user can decide to either use 
in game or sell on the marketplace. 

Win Prizes – Each month we will purchase NFT’s from other communities and raffle them off to our 
community. Each member of our community will have a chance to win one of these NFT’s worth 
thousands of dollars. 

Physical Items – Cash is not accepted. POWER tokens will be only way to purchase physical items in our 
store. Community members will be able to use power tokens to buy merchandise and other physical 
items as the series develops such as clothing, comic books, physical art and more. 

 

Solana Community Characters 
Our goal with Battleground Legends is to bring value and fun to our community, but also other 
communities as well. We will be partnering with top Solana NFT projects to collaborate with our game.  

Each partnered community with have their own special character in the game. For example, Solana 
Monkey Business. If you own a SMB you can connect your phantom wallet to our game and you will 
have the ability to play as the SMB character in the game. 

Communities will also have the ability to risk fight their NFT’s. 2 SMB community members can risk fight 
their NFT’s and the winner will receive the others NFT. 

This risk fighting will also be cross compatible. For example, a player with an SMB can risk fight their NFT 
against another player who has a Degod NFT and the winner will get their others NFT. 

 

 

 



Build Your Own Character 
In Stage 3 of our roadmap, buyers of the genesis collection will be airdropped a build your own 
character. This character will essentially be a blank slate ready to be upgraded. Through P2E and staking 
rewards, players will be able to use their POWER tokens to purchase card packs where they’ll receive a 
randomized selection of items. These items will include things such as outfits, accessories, power ups 
and special moves. Each item will have a unique rarity attached to it, making some items more valuable 
and sought after then the rest.  

Items in the card packs will be individual assets that can be bought or sold on any secondary market 
similar to any NFT. If a player wants to add that NFT to their build your own character, they will fuse 
them together on our marketplace, essentially adding the item and its metadata to their character and 
burning the item as an NFT. 

Once your character has been customized, this new unique character will appear in the game exactly as 
shown in the NFT. Players will be able to fight, risk, and sell their custom characters just as a standard 
character. 

Card Packs 
Battleground Legends card packs will consist of 5 randomized items. Items will include a variety of 
different accessories such as clothing, accessories, power-ups, in-game items, $POWER tokens and 
more. Each item from a card pack will be individual NFT’s that can be traded and sold on the secondary 
market like a traditional NFT. 

Items from card packs will be 100% compatible with the Build Your Own Characters. You will be able to 
take assets acquired from packs and directly use them to customize your character.  

How it works: 

After acquiring a Build Your Own character and a card pack, you are ready to customize your character. 
Once you’ve chosen the asset you wish to add to your character, you will visit the marketplace on our 
website to complete the customization. You will select the 2 items and will sign a transaction on your 
phantom wallet confirming the request. Once approved, the item and all its metadata will be transferred 
to your character, burning the item asset NFT in the process. If you have a current item attached to your 
character in the same position as the new asset, the new asset will replace it, so choose wisely. 

 

 


